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TAKE ACTION!



Graduate with a good grade. 
You will get a good Job.
And live happily ever a�er.

The above has been consistently sold to every 
student growing up but it’s proven not to be true.
The reality is far from the truth and let me show you 
the reason why.

Go to school. 
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The other alternative was to use his mobile data. First there was the difculty of attaching his 
CV or cover letter from his phone and then his data was always running out. He began to be 
adept at using night plans and turning off his data when he wasn’t actively using it to browse.

Maro completed his NYSC in Ekiti state and had to return home to Minna, Niger 
state. He was hopeful that he would be able to apply for engineering jobs given that 
he had made a second class upper (2-1)  from the university. His friends were 

either staying back in Ekiti or going to nd a way to get a job in Lagos. 
He couldn’t just leave his hometown. He didn’t have relatives there and didn’t want to be a 
burden to anyone. He then began to send out applications. He spent most of his days at the 
nearby cyber café browsing job sites and applying. This was a challenge many times because 
internet service wasn’t great there. 

Then he noticed his friend updated his Whatsapp status asking for prayers and he was 
dressed very ofcially. He replied the status asking him what the occasion was. His friend 

LACK OF 
INFRASTRUCTURE
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He heaved a sigh.

In developed countries, internet access is almost free if you have a phone. They certainly 
have no issues with power supply so they’d be no reason why phones or laptops would die 
and they won’t be able to connect online.

This is the sad reality.

An invitation was sent to him at same time.

Employers will just interpret your absence or tardiness on arrival as a negative indication of 
your unsuitability for the role, and hence an elimination tool. 

What happens to the job applicant who doesn’t have 2000 to load every month for internet 
access. 
They are automatically cut off from most opportunities as statistics show that the chances of 
getting a job more than double with either social media platforms or online job sites than 
with traditional medium.  

This is a common occurrence for many graduates and there are many missed chances 
because of circumstances beyond their control.

Does this sound familiar? 
Others would come. He consoled himself.

In Nigeria, the reality is good intentions by job applicants won’t do much as the necessary 
infrastructure needed to help them get jobs are either broken down or completely nom-
existent.

This is not to mention the deplorable road conditions that can turn a journey of 45 minutes 
within a state to 3 hours or an inter-state journey of 8 hours to 2 days on the road.

His joy was shortlived as he realized he was far away in Minna and would need a full day of 
travel to reach Lagos. 

explained that he was called for an onterview. He remembered that he also applied for the 
same position and rushed to check his email. No data on his phone. He quickly rushed to the 
cyber café to check his emails.
 There it was.

He had just missed that opportunity.

This is a failure on the part of the government as it is responsible for creating policies and 
access to funding that will encourage the industries to supply these services at little or no cost 
to the everyday Nigerian.
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esearch also shows that majority of graduates are employed by the education sector Rfollowed by banking/nance sector.Given the disparity in disciplines of the graduates, 
it then means that it’d be difcult for some graduates to secure jobs after graduation. 

Until the private sector is empowered to create more jobs, all you can do is hope and pray.

If the private sector is invested in and there’s a boom in manufacturing, agricultural 
processing and transportation, we would have a signicant increase in the number of quality 
jobs offered by the private sector. 

The private sector offers low-income jobs when compared to these aforementioned 
sectors and leaving graduates with less than desired job roles. 

This is where government policies come into play. 

LACK OF QUALITY 
PRIVATE SECTOR JOBS
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LOW PRODUCTIVITY 
EMPLOYMENTS
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hese employments refer to those jobs that are mainly routine in nature with very Tlittle specialization. For example, some cashier roles in the banks. Tunde was a bright 
graduate who nished youth service with dreams of entering either the banking 

services or the Oil service companies. 

Long and short, he no longer had a job.

He got employed as a graduate trainee by one of the new generation banks, let’s call it 
Monopoly bank. He put in late hours and went all out to use his network to grow his 
portfolio. Every three years, there’d be some sort of promotion in title without 
commensurate compensation. But he kept on believing that when he becomes a Supervisor 
or assistant manager, things would get better. 
After 8 years, he was passed over for a supervisor position. A new person was brought in to 
head their department. While he was still grappling with this bitter taste of disappointment, 
the news which began as rumour turned out to be true.
His bank was being bought over. It was in distress.
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And he was past the age for any entry level job. The jobs available at that level wanted 
younger applicants and it came with less pay than what he earned at his last job.

They are brought back to the unemployed pool but with lesser chances than fresh graduates.

Desperate became his second name. 

Praying for a miracle becomes a daily thing. Or jumping into business which is a terrible idea 
on its own without adequate planning and preparation.

This is also a very common phenomenon in the nation. People nd themselves stranded after 
they’ve given the better part of their youthful age to an organization and one policy changes 
things for the worse for them.

If there’s anything worse than not having a job as a fresh graduate, it is having had a job and 
now you no longer have one and you’ve been stripped of the chances of having another.

He was back in the job market. He tried applying for jobs using his years of experience but 
the requirements usually included some technical skills he didn’t have. He couldn’t easily 
change industries as his job role was routine and specic to the bank sector.
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With the one year of NYSC, you’d be 25 years when it’s time to apply for a job, giving you a 
window of one year before you become ineligible for some jobs.
This is automatic disqualication for a lot of graduates as they race against time and fall into 
unscrupulous practices of altering their dates of birth.

t has been jokingly stated that employers put out adverts calling for individuals with 4 Iyears’ experience and an age limit of 26 years. This immediately puts those who schooled 
in public universities at a disadvantage because the average age at graduation will be 

relatively higher than that of their counterparts who attended private universities because in 
those institutions, there is no break in the academic calendar for strike actions of bodies like 
the ASUU.

So you have many students gaining admission after two or three years. 

Apart from that, entry to the university is not as straight forward as writing an exam and 
passing. 

So even if you left secondary school at 16, if you spend 3 years trying to gain admission, you 
eventually enter at 19. A course that should be 4 years takes 5 or 6 because of strike. You end 
up graduating at 24.

Which graduate will not jump at the offer of a job that will train you irrespective of your 
discipline and pay you a fair salary that you can survive on?

UNREALISTIC 
EXPECTATIONS 
OF EMPLOYERS
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OUTDATED SKILLS
VS INDUSTRY NEED

The bathroom was a write-off as it was disease-infested  and she noticed that the girls 
had their bath in the open to avoid going into the bathroom.

et’s face it.  L

On top of that, she had to wake up at 5am to attend a 7am lecture. There was no public 
address system and if you weren’t in front, it was as good as you didn’t come to class.
Notes were being photocopied as the lecturers just read from their previous years’ notes 
and rarely changed a thing.  Year after year.

Our higher institutions need a total overhaul. 
Patricia was overjoyed that she had gotten admission into the Federal university. During 
the registration, she was allocated hostel accommodation. When she went to look at the 
room, she was perplexed. The room was tiny but they had managed to squeeze three 
bunk beds into it. As if that wasn’t enough, she was told that people paid to have “half-
space”. 



But not everyone will attend Covenant University. So unless there is an overhaul of the 
learning objectives of our higher institutions to meet the demands of organizations, we 
will have a large pool of graduates who unfortunately cannot be employed.

Many of the graduates are being taught skills and theories that are outdated. This means 
that when they come into the job market they are ill-prepared for the demands of the 
industries they seek to be employed in.

Isn’t that the case in many institutions?

They have been able to groom their students to develop skills and competencies needed 
by today’s industries. 

In other sectors, we have students who are being trained without any direct 
bearing/relevance in the society.

For example, students studying computer science learn outdated programming languages 
and they would have to take additional courses upon graduation to be employed.

Personal brilliance was the name of the game.

Medical courses such as Anatomy and Physiology produce graduates that are 
knowledgeable and in developed climes, are a part of the surgical teams in the hospital. 
Here in Nigeria, the doctor(s) carry out overlapping functions thus leaving these 
graduates unemployable unless they want to further their education and either become 
doctors or become lecturers.
This is the main reason why statistics have shown that for 2017/2018 graduates of private 
universities like Covenant University have the highest number of employable candidates.

O U T D A T E D   S K I L L S   V S   I N D U S T R Y   N E E D S
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TYPE OF DEGREE

I’m not saying you shouldn’t enter a polytechnic, what I want you to know is the truth about 
your certicate so you can be informed and take specic steps to increase your chances of 
getting a job after school. We look forward to a time when all graduates/certicates will be 
regarded in the same light and OND/HND graduates will have an equal standing with BSc 
graduates, but we are not there yet in Nigeria.
So the doors remain shut (albeit unfairly) against these graduates.

This state of affairs is shrouded from the eyes of eager students who are eager to escape 
JAMB and get into the higher institution that they opt for just “anything” to avoid being at 
home for another year.
Your celebrated admission into a polytechnic might just have out you in the disadvantage 
when you eventually graduate and are searching for a job.

Don’t fall for that. 
Statistics gotten from the 2018 Graduate Report by Stutern shows that there are more 
unemployed Ordinary National Diploma (OND) and Higher National Diploma (HND) 
degree holders (40.52% and 39.40%) than any other degree holders.
While on the ip side, the holders of an MBA degree are ve times more likely to be in full-
time employment than OND graduates. The type of “paper” you carry matters.

“All degree na degree”

So if you’re seeking a job, the rst thing you should consider is what kind of certicate do I 
carry?  This is not to be pessimistic but to show you the sad reality of things so you can take 
necessary steps to increase your advantage in landing a job offer.
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LACK OF 
EMPLOYABLE SKILLS  

In an interview with Guardian NG, President and Chief Executive Ofcer, Postgraduate 
School of Credit and Financial Management, Prof Chris Onalo has expressed concern 
over the quality of Nigerian graduates, saying about 95 percent of them are not 

employable. He lamented that our present crops of graduates do not meet the need of the 
reality in the workplace.
This debunks the claim that there are no jobs anywhere.

You nd that fresh graduates do not have even the practical skills of the courses they studied. 

Also basic skills such as spoken and written communication skills are inadequate or totally 
lacking. 
Employers also look for candidates who show their ability to think, analyze and solve 
complex problems, pointers to help them recruit candidates that won’t need to be spoon-
fed or hand-held on every duty.

When interviews are conducted, the dismal state of our graduates is revealed as graduates 
struggle to communicate the value they bring to an organization.

This is not totally their fault but at the end of the day, it counts against them. 

So if academic brilliance is all you can boast of as a graduate, the likelihood of landing a job will 
be much slimmer.
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Too many times you hear graduates say, “English is not our mother tongue”. The trend 
of short forms in chat messages and on social media has eroded the state of grammar 
in our youths.

Nigerians have been crowned kings of Twitter savagery with all forms of short forms.

This leaves much to be desired. 

This might not seem important until you see a cover letter or CV (curriculum vitae) 
prepared by a graduate. 

So if you know the job but can’t speak or write very well, it’d be a disadvantage when vying 
for a job role.

Even if the job is an engineering role, employers want to be sure that Basic English is properly 
understood and can be communicated by all its employees.
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POOR 
COMMUNICATION
SKILLS
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INADEQUATE 
INTERVIEW PREPARATION 

Now, the interviews are structured in such a way that unless you have actually performed 
the duties of the job role, you can’t provide the answers they want.

And that ends your job search in these organizations. Choice companies like KPMG, 
Deloitte, and most banks use these tests to conduct their rst layer of screening.

assing interviews today is a little more than conrming your name and qualication. PMost job processes have aptitude tests as the rst stage in the process of getting a job. 
These tests are usually psychometric based. So if you’re not computer literate or do 

not know how to process information quickly, you’d fail woefully. 

So unless you have prepared yourself using psychometric tests, you might just be among the 
numbers that will attempt but will not move to the next level.
Another aspect is the introduction of competency-based interviews.
Before now, we’ve had interviews based on question and answer. What can you do and then 
when you give brilliant answers, you get the job.
This has given rise to people who are employed but employers realize that they do not 
possess the practical skills only in theory.

So the era of cramming answers to possible interview questions is almost fading out and you 
really have to be skilled to get a job.
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TRENDS, TIMES AND
THE EVOLUTION OF WORK

Employers will be quick to jump on these technological aids because it’d mean they have the 
possibility of reducing their overhead cost especially in salary payments and insurance and 
increasing protability by increased efciency and effectiveness. 

he world is fast becoming a global village as a result of technology and the advent of Tdigitalization. This has a commensurate impact of the reality of job availability.Like 
we earlier said, jobs that are mainly routine in nature and require little or no 

specialization face impending extinction. As automation and technology will take over most 
of these jobs.

It might not.

There was a mad rush of 13,000 applicants, out of these, six were PhD holders, 704 has a 
Masters Degree and over 8460 were Bachelor degree holders.
How on earth did that happen?
Trailer driving before now would have been seen as a menial job reserved for the 

In 2012 the news broke that Dangote was employing graduates as trailer drivers. 

You might be tempted to think this is a new phenomenon and that it will get better soon.
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unschooled. But what would make a highly educated person apply for that?
First this was a response to survival.

And these are directly related to how much you earn. So imagine a PhD graduate with a 
family of three, unable to provide a comfortable accommodation for them, constantly 
watching them deprived of food, without access to proper health care because he cannot 
afford it.

The most basic needs of man are food (and drink), shelter, clothing.

And he sees an opportunity to earn a living honorably, he will grasp it like a drowning man 
clutches a lifeline.
Secondly, the offer was too good to resist.
Statistics shows that 60% of graduates earn below N50,000.00 as salary. This is often 
without allowances for travel or health insurance.
This Dangote’s offer promised that the drivers get trip allowances on each trip along with 
their salaries. Not only that, there was the guarantee that they would own the trucks at no 
interests/repayments after a set distance was covered. 
This gave the applicants the hope of eventually becoming a business owner which very few 
regular jobs give.
So these reasons made the Dangote offer a no-brainer.
How does this affect you?
The conditions have not changed much. And so unless you have adequately prepared 
yourself against each of these reasons, your chances of getting a job are next to none.
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BUT 
THERE’S A
WAY OUT

With the advent of continued learning brought to you by an assortment of 
options online, you can unlearn, learn and relearn anything you set your 
mind to.

Better adult learning opportunities enable those who have graduated from 
different schools/disciplines to learn new skills and adapt positively to changing 
labor market demands.
In our next email, we would share a case study of how a young man of 27 years 
changed his fortunes and decided how much to be paid after applying 

Your certicate must not be the determinant of your economic status.
Your alumni must not place a limit on what you can achieve and who you can 
become.
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